
Argument

What is it? How do I make a good one?



Argument Vs Persuasion

Everything’s an argument, really.

Argument: appeals strictly by reason and logic

Persuasion: logic and emotion

The forum of your argument will dictate your approach. 

Formal paper= argument. Opinion piece in student 

newspaper= persuasion.



Intent not Form

Argumentation is a term of rhetorical intent, not form.

Refers to ANY essay or speech whose aim is to sway or 

persuade the listener/reader.

You can use any number of techniques to achieve this.

Define, describe, narrate… your tone can be sarcastic or 

matter-of-fact…the subject matter can be infinite.



What sways a reader?

Writer’s credentials [ethos]

(And if you aren’t an expert, quote some)

Quality of its reasoning…is the argument sound?

The argument appeals to our self-interests. There has to be 

something in it for us.



Terms to know

 Claim- states the argument’s main idea or position. Has to be 

arguable.

 Claim of fact- asserts something is true or not true

 The number of suicides and homicides committed by teenagers, most 

often young men, has exploded in the last three decades… -Anna 

Quindlen



 Claim of policy- proposes a change

 Yet one solution continues to elude us, and that is ending the ignorance 

about mental health, and moving it from the margins of care and into the 
mainstream where it belongs. –Anna Quindlen



Claim of Value- argues if something is good or bad, right 

or wrong.

There’s a plague on all our houses, and since it doesn’t 

announce itself with lumps or spots or protests marches, it has 

gone unremarked in the quiet suburbs and busy cities where it 

has been laying waste.  -Anna Quindlen



Closed Thesis- states the main idea of the argument but also 

previews the major points the writer intends to make. It’s “closed” 

because it limits the number of points the writer intends to make.

 The three-dimensional characters, exciting plot, and complex themes 

of the Harry Potter series make them not only legendary children’s 

books but enduring literary classics.

 This is a great way to start a short essay, esp one written under time 

constraints!



Open thesis- One that does not list all the points a writer intends to 

cover.  Great for longer essays and ones with many points to be 

covered.

 The popularity of the Harry Potter series demonstrates that simplicity trumps 

complexity when it comes to the taste of readers, both young and old.



 Counterargument Thesis Statement- a summary of the 

counterargument, usually qualified by “although” or “but”, 

precedes the writer’s opinion.

 Advantages: immediately addresses counterargument; makes 

argument seem stronger; can create seamless transition to more 

thorough concession and refutation later on.

 Although the Harry Potter series may have some literary merit, its 

popularity has less to do with storytelling than with merchandising.



Types of Arguments

 A deductive argument is one in which true premises guarantee a true conclusion. In other 

words, it is impossible for the premises to be true but the conclusion false. Thus, the 

conclusion follows necessarily from the premises and inferences.

 Socrates was a man (premise)

 All men are mortal (premise).

 Socrates was mortal (conclusion)

https://www.thoughtco.com/socrates-biography-biographical-profile-250522


 An inductive argument, sometimes considered bottom-up logic, is one in which premises 

offer strong support for a conclusion, but one that is not a certainty. This is an argument in 

which the premises are supposed to support the conclusion in such a way that if the 

premises are true, it is improbable that the conclusion would be false.

 Socrates was Greek (premise).

 Most Greeks eat fish (premise).

 Socrates ate fish (conclusion).

 But what if he was allergic? Or didn’t like it?



 Inductive arguments are not necessarily weaker. They do allow us to expand our 

knowledge and offer a more creative outlet.





Logical Fallacies to Know and Love Avoid



Hasty Generalization

Making assumptions on a whole group or range of cases 

based on a sample that is inadequate. Stereotypes are 

common examples.



Missing the Point

 The premises of an argument do support a particular conclusion—

just not the one the rhetor was setting out to prove.

 “The punishment  should fit the crime. Drunk driving is serious and 

can kill many people. It’s punishment should be the death penalty.” 

The argument doesn’t support why the death penalty, specifically, 

should be warranted.



Post Hoc

 Also called false cause. When you assume that because B comes 

after A, that A caused B. Correlation isn’t the same thing as 

causation.

 “President Jones raised taxes and then the violent crime rate 

increased. President Jones is responsible for the rise in crime.”



Slippery Slope

 The rhetor claims that a chain reaction, usually ending in some dire 

consequence, will take place, but there is usually not enough 

evidence for that assumption.

 The rhetor assumes that if we put one foot on the “slippery slope” 

that we will slide all the way to the bottom; he or she assumes that 

we can’t stop partway down the hill.



Weak Analogy

When the rhetor makes an analogy between two things that aren’t 

really the same.

 “Guns are like hammers—they are both tools with metal parts that 

could be used to kill someone. And yet it would be ridiculous to 

restrict the purchase of hammers—so restrictions on guns are 

equally ridiculous.”



Appeal to Authority

While referring to respected sources or authorities can strengthen 

your argument, simply using a famous name or a non-expert is 

fallacious.

 “I’m not a doctor but I play one on TV and I only use Exedrin

Migraine.”



Ad Populum [bandwagon]

“To the People”. The rhetor takes advantage of the fact 

that people want to be liked, accepted, and belong to a 

group.

“70% of Pope High School students think we should have 

a baked potato bar in the cafeteria!”



Ad Hominem/Tu Quoque

 “Against the Person”/”You, too!”. These arguments focus on the 

people rather than the issues at hand. Ad hominem paints the 

person as bad, tu quoque paints them as hypocrites.

 “You say smoking is bad but you smoked when you were my age 

so, whatever!”

 “Dr. Jones has written several books about how pornography is 

harmful to women but she’s just ugly and bitter so why should we 

listen to her?”



Appeal to Pity

When the rhetor tries to get people to accept an 

conclusion by making them feel sorry for someone.

“I know the exam is graded on performance but you 

should give me an A. My dog is sick, my car broke down, 

and I have a cold so it’s been hard to study!”



Appeal to Ignorance

Using lack of evidence for one conclusion as evidence for 

another conclusion.

“People have been trying for centuries to prove that God 

exists. But no one has yet been able to. Therefore, God 

does not exist.”



Straw Man

 The rhetor sets up a weak version of the opponent’s position and 

tries to score points by knocking it down [which they can do easily, 

hence the term “straw man”]

 “Gun control proponents want to ban all guns and take away our 

freedoms. But such a harsh action is inappropriate, so the gun 

control activists are wrong. Leave gun owners alone.”



Red Herring

Going off tangent, raising a side issue that distracts from 

what is really at stake.

“Grading the exam on a curve would be the most fair 

thing to do. After all, classes go more smoothly when the 

students and teacher get along well.”



False Dichotomy

 The rhetor sets up the situation so it looks like there are only two 

choices. The rhetor then eliminates one of the choices so it seems 

we are left with only one option: the one they wanted us to choose 

in the first place.

 “Caldwell Hall is in bad shape. Either we tear it down or we risk 

student safety. Obviously we don’t want to risk student safety so we 

must tear it down.”



Begging the Question

 This one can be hard to detect. An argument asks the reader to 

simply accept the conclusion without providing real evidence. It 

relies on a premise that says the same thing as the conclusion or 

simply ignores an important but questionable assumption.

 “Active euthanasia is morally acceptable. It is a decent, ethical 

thing to help another human escape suffering through death.”



Equivocation

Sliding between two or more different meanings of a 

word or phrase.

“Giving money to charities is the right thing to do. 

Therefore, charities have a right to our money.”



Non Sequitur

 “It does not follow”. An illogical statement that draws a conclusion 

not supported by the premises. On the most basic level, ALL 

fallacies are non sequiturs.

 “My essay will get a good grade because I put a lot of effort into it.”



Reductio Ad Absurdum/Indirect Proof

 Attempts either to disprove a statement by showing it inevitably 

leads to a ridiculous, absurd, or impractical conclusion, or to prove 

one by showing that if it were not true, the result would be absurd 

or impossible

 “The Earth cannot be flat; otherwise, we would find people falling 

off the edge.”

 “There is no smallest positive rational number because, if there 

were, then it could be divided by two to get a smaller one.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_number


Emotionalism

Simply using emotion in place of logic.

“Paul is unpleasant; he shouldn’t be allowed to attend 

the workshop.”

“I dislike modern poetry; it clearly isn’t literature.”


